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Style Number:

Stroke 

Primary

Stroke 

Redraw

Mfg. 

Rate

Length 

of Can 

DA185-20 18.5" 2.0" 380 413

DA210-20 21.0" 2.0" 340 504

DA210-25 21.0" 2.5" 300 504

DA240-20 24.0" 2.0" 315 610

DA240-25 24.0" 2.5" 300 610

DA265-25 26.5" 2.5" 275 710

DA280-27 28.0" 2.7" 220 913

OKL has designed the Bodymaker with an emphasis on 

performance, resource consumption, safety and house-

keeping. 

 Use of composite-bearing materials allow use of a 

fraction of typical oil resulting in a 60% savings.  

 Reduced air consumption by replacing “air assist” 

cup-feed with Servo-driven Rotary cup-feed.   

 Removal of, high-pressure pump stations that con-

sume power & generate heat.   

 The new Frame has access panels which are o-ring 

sealed and guarded   The frame has large and con-

veniently located service points to accommodate 

routine maintenance and set-up procedures.   

 OKL’s guard package is CE approved  

OKL’s New DA Bodymaker 

OKL’s Remanufactured   

Standun & Ragsdale Bodymakers 

 

OKL offers complete Ragsdale and Standun machine rebuild services.  Beginning with a customer 

supplied mainframe for a Ragsdale or a bed and gear box for a Standun B5.  We begin by inspecting 

the frame reworking to OEM specs and then utilizing ONLY OKL engineered and manufactured parts    

deliver a complete machine to customers worldwide. 

Ragsdale Parts & Upgrades 

Standun Parts & Upgrades 
OKL manufactures all major high speed assemblies for the B3-B5 series Standun style machines.  

Our parts are made from the highest quality materials to exacting dimensions. 

 Original design, direct replacement parts for OEM units. 

 Complete speed up packages. 

 Longer lifetime / durability of parts. 

 Competitive pricing. 

 Better can quality and consistency. 

 Customer specific Products New/Old Designs. 

OKL manufactures complete machines and 

all components and assemblies for the 

Ragsdale style machines.  Our parts are 

made from the highest quality materials 

to exacting dimensions. 
 

 Original design, direct replacement 

parts for OEM units. 

 Complete speed up packages. 

 Longer lifetime / durability of parts. 

 Competitive pricing. 

 Better can quality and consistency. 

OKL Unique Products for the Standun are: 

 Swing Lever with out  Cap 

 Heavy Duty Swing Lever 

 Heavy Duty Secondary Con Rod 

 Servo Cupfeed and Can Carry-off 

 Billet Crank with Nitride surface treatment 

 Jackshaft with Removable Pinion Gears 

 Push Rods with Nitride, Chrome or Ceramic Coatings 

Field Service & Training 
Our factory trained Service Engineers are all full-time employees with extensive Bodymaker build 

experience as well as process knowledge.  They are constantly improving their capabilities and are 

up to date on the latest technologies.   Our Engineer’s also provide training to suit various custom-

er needs.  From new employee training to troubleshooting, at our facility or at customer plants. 


